Illusion is a Synonym for Dream

In this Dancing on a Razorblade sampler, â€œIllusion Is a Synonym for Dreamâ€•, horror
author C. Dennis Moore takes the reader on a surreal trip through a world that is part dream,
part reality, but never really either. Our narrator has been convinced from an early age that
everything he sees and experiences is happening simultaneously in the waking world and the
dream world and that the two are so tightly linked that everyone around him is dreaming the
same dream he is. He sees glimpses every now and then of the dream world--or is it the
waking world--breaking through to his waking world--or dream world. The certainty that
everything around him is a lie leads him to a dangerous place, sure that one big hypnagogic
jerk will jar him enough wake him up for good. In the backup feature, â€œWhen Jessica Went
Homeâ€• from the collection Icons to Ashes, Moore introduces readers to a girl who fled her
hometown years earlier amid rumors and scandal, pregnant and disgraced. Sheâ€™s come
home to see her father off as he spends his last few days on earth, but when Jessica runs into a
woman she went to high school with, those old rumors resurface, along with the shame that
caused her to run away in the first place. But itâ€™s more than just a simple rumor thatâ€™s
kept Jessica away so many years, as her old rival is about to find out.
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In this Dancing on a Razorblade sampler, â€œIllusion Is a Synonym for Dreamâ€•, horror
author C. Dennis Moore takes the reader on a surreal trip through a world .
dream synonyms: dream Synonyms dreamn. fantasy, wraith, specter, incubus, image, illusion,
mirage, trance, idea, impression, reverie, romance, dream lif. Unreal appearance fancy,
hallucination, mirage, apparition, ghost, chimera, delusion, deception, fantasy, figment of the
imagination, dream, vision, phantasm, . 25 synonyms of illusion from the Merriam-Webster
Thesaurus, plus 43 related chimera, conceit, daydream, delusion, dream, fancy, fantasy (also
phantasy).
Illusion synonyms. Top synonyms for illusion (other words for illusion) are dream, mirage and
fantasy.
Synonyms of illusion - delusion, misapprehension, misconception, deception, false fantasy,
dream, chimera, fool's paradise, self-deception, castles in the air, . Another word for dream:
vision, nightmare, illusion, delusion, hallucination Collins English Thesaurus. Need
synonyms for illusion? Here's over 50 fantastic for illusion? Here's a list of words from our
thesaurus that you can use instead. pipe dream Â· semblance. [Synonyms / Related] Phrases
Example sentences Descriptive words Definitions Similar sound Same Synonyms and other
words related to dream: All; Nouns. Find all the synonyms and alternative words for illusion at
deepdarkhole.com, the largest free online thesaurus, Synonyms for illusion??lu ??n #, dream.
Synonyms for illusion in English including definitions, and related words. English Synonyms:
more detail illusion: pretence pipe dream. ; fabrication. fancy, hallucination, mirage, chimera,
delusion, fantasy, figment of the imagination, dream, vision, phantasm, trick of vision, optical
illusion. Illusion definition, something that deceives by producing a false or misleading
Related forms ilÂ·luÂ·sioned, adjective Can be confusedallusion delusion elusion
hallucination illusion (see synonym study at the current entry) The Dream. Synonyms;
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Derived terms; Translations; See also The sense of dream , though not attested in Old English,
may still have been present Dutch bedrog (â€œdeception, deceitâ€•), German Trug
(â€œdeception, illusionâ€•).
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